
Your First Draft

Goal Clarity Unlock Commitment

Execution Excellence
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What do you need to accomplish?

A

B

Why is this communication important?

A

Who is your audience + what’s important to them?

A

What do you want your audience to think, say, or do? 

C

Why are you engaging your audience? Why now?

B

What do you know about their reality? 

B

How do you want your audience to feel?

What are you communicating?

A D
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What do you want your audience to do?

Who is your audience? What does success look like? 

What are the highlights of your message? What might get in the way of success? 

D

Why do you care about it?

C

What do they gain by engaging? What could get in the way?
Aware

C

What will you see and hear to know your intent had the 
desired impact?

E

Summarize your goal in 1 sentence.

D

Any other considerations? How will you test assumptions?

Why are you doing this? So what?

Are they ready for the interaction? 

How will you measure success?

Goal clarity allows you to speak your truth as you understand 
it, deliver your message objectively, and preserve trust and 
credibility in the relationship. If we start by asking “why,” we 
create more accountability and purpose in everything we do.

Understanding what’s true-the realities, context, environment 
and emotions of your audience-is critical to engaging the 
hearts and minds of those you need to help you execute the 
goal, even if it is just yourself. Investing in discovering what’s 
important and why for both yourself and your audience allows 
for everyone to connect in a personal, meaningful and 
relevant way.

How you execute your goal can drive positive action 
from your audience—resulting in shared success for 
you, them and the organization. Remember to think 
beyond the delivery and continue connecting with 
your audience to remove challenges and constraints 
to successful outcomes. When you are proactive and 
anticipate unintended outcomes, you create a better 
experience for everyone involved and align your 
intent with the impact.
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Goal Clarity Unlock Commitment

Point of View Point of View

Whether you’re preparing the biggest presentation of your life, sending a routine 
email, facilitating a meeting, giving feedback or any another type of 
communication, you must engage your audience or risk a ‘failure to communicate.’ 
We believe the thousands of opportunities to communicate each day all roll up to 
a master narrative of who we are, our credibility and our integrity.

In other words, why, how and what we communicate matters—always. Every 
interaction is a moment of truth for us, our audience, our work and our 
organization. When we communicate well, we have credibility and the ability to 
inspire, engage and empower everyone around us—when we don’t, we risk losing 
trust and confidence.

Understand Aligned Committed

Can I? Should I? Will I?
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Impactful Ideas Decisive Action

Impactful Ideas Decisive Action
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What matters? Will they say yes?

Your ideas must be focused and resonate with your audience’s 
priorities. Be sure you are concise, specific and understandable, 
but to get there you need to frame your message well, then 
design it for your audience. Keep in mind, when you invest in a 
personal and meaningful connection between you and your 
audience, you create relevance and shared ownership for the 
outcome. This empowers your audience and motivates action 
that moves the work forward.

Consider carefully what you want from your audience. Your 
ask must be clear, concise, and actionable. Direct works! 
When the ask is focused and aligned to your audience’s 
capabilities, priorities, desires, and availability, they will 
deliver results when and how you need them.

A

Now craft your communication. 

B

Test your message with someone. 

Develop the frame for your communication.

The Details Matter: Did you… Notes: Anything else you need to tighten up?

What are you trying to accomplish and why?

Consider if you are the best person to communicate this?

Create a clear and logical ‘line of sight’ for your audience?

Define terms critical to your message?

Recognize the best time to communicate (when & where)?

Include the right people?

Provide su�cient information for your audience to ‘just do it’?

Include real deadlines with relevant context?

Include a headline that grabs their attention?

A

#goalclarity

What is most important to include in your message?

#whatTIP: Go broad first, then narrow to 1-3 key points.

What matters most to your audience?C

TIP: Test your key points for relevance with your audience. #sowhat
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Point of ViewPoint of View

Hope is not a strategy, luck is not a tactic, and great doesn’t happen by accident, 
it happens by design. So, when putting your communication together, the details 
always matter. Who, where, when and how we deliver our communication can 
make the di�erence in our audience engaging with us or not. 

Creating a core message that people want to say yes to requires you to think 
through the what and so what while presenting a clear now what that not only 
motivates action, but accelerates it. 

Allow the focus of your frame to invite your audience to collaborate with you. What feedback did you get and how do you want to incorporate it? 

What are you expecting your audience to think, say, or do?D

#executionexcellence#nowwhat

B


